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Abstract: Citizens and urban settings have benefited significantly from major advances in new life and services provided by smart homes (SHs), which are fully capable of controlling physical objects in real time, collecting very sensitive information, and delivering intelligent data to citizens in many fields, such as transportation, healthcare, smart buildings and parking, public safety, traffic systems, and smart agriculture. The architecture, on the other hand, may encounter a variety of security and privacy challenges at multiple levels. It is in the applied experimental session testing the performance of various machine learning (ML) models for threat detection that one may get a thorough grasp of where and how Data Science can offer value to IoT network security. The findings serve as a foundation for illustrating the advantages of integrating new technology for the purpose of forecasting risks and concerns. Implementing machine learning into intelligent security systems, in addition, increases the requirement for a multi-disciplinary strategy and data infrastructure to manage the whole lifespan of a security product (Software Engineering end-to-end, including ML and Data DevOps).

In this paper, we give an intelligent security algorithm for home data privacy and security in IoT. Experiments using the publicly available IoT-23 dataset, which contains labeled information on malicious and benign IoT network traffic, are used to complete the case study. The benign situations were received directly from the actual hardware and were not faked in any way or form. This enabled real-time network activity to be observed and evaluated. Therefore, models provide accurate outputs that may be used to forecast and identify vulnerabilities on Internet of Things-based systems. Furthermore, the lab might be expanded to accommodate the development of commercial and industry demos to demonstrate the benefits of building intrusion detection systems that use machine learning algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The population of metropolitan regions has been growing at an alarming rate in recent decades. According to a study published by the United Nations Population Fund, over half of the world’s people live in cities [1], according to the UN Population Fund. With its stringent standards and practical basis in an urbanized environment, the notion of a "smart home"[2] has drawn far too much interest from both academics and business. Numerous towns and communities have started to build their own plans geared toward the notion of Smart homes in order improve the life quality and provide the best facilities to people. Several nations with rapidly increasing populations are spending major money in smart home-related initiatives [3]. Smart homes infrastructure includes many devices and interconnected systems that can be used in a variety of applications. A networking paradigm known as information-centric networking (ICN) is one that is capable of maintaining packet delivery even in unreliable situations. As a result, in smart homes, ICN might be seen as a viable alternative to IP-based networking systems [4]. In addition to IP-based techniques, which are provided in [5]'s work, ICN solutions may be used to accelerate the establishment of the Internet of Things and its associated applications. Rather of relying on IP host IDs to identify and find content, ICN is defined as an architectural paradigm to label content and place information in the architecture’s heart [6]. The central concept is to radically restructure the internet into a more general and straightforward design.

A lot of research articles on "security and privacy of smart homes" have been released. Kazlauskas K, for example, discusses an algorithm for S-box formation in his paper [7]. The secret key is used to generate the S-box in this case. A lot of S-boxes are created by altering the shared secret key. However, the encryption and decryption processes take longer. The introduction to new “pseudo-random S-box". The development of key-dependent S-box was explained in [8], [9], [10] looked at the differences between current cryptography and traditional cryptographic techniques. It concludes that contemporary cryptographic methods have a positive avalanche effect. A new strategy for improving the avalanche effect in cryptography is described in [11].
A new approach to symmetric encryption/decryption using crossover and mutation processes is described in [13]. The usage of genetic operators is detailed in [14], and it plays an important part in key formation that is resistant to various attacks. [15] Explains how to generate pseudo-random sequences and cryptographic algorithms using genetic algorithm operations. Smart home privacy has identified technological and design issues [16] as well as potential attacks to identify people and activities from information acquired from smart environments [17], [18], [19] in response to a number of studies have developed design and analytic frameworks [20], [21] as well as data management and visualization systems [22], [23], [24] in smart settings. [25], [26], [27] established the algorithm that explains fundamental ideas, technology, IoT difficulties, and device security. In [28], this paper has been proposed a framework for providing effective services in smart cities that is safe and privacy-conscious. The suggested smart city paradigm safeguards the stakeholders’ privacy and the integrity of services, such as preventing rogue SPs from misusing public data. This study [29] used the ZigBee communication protocol to examine the security of devices and IoT networks. To secure IoT data while it is being stored and transported, a paper introduced the Flexible encryption Technique (FlexenTech), a new scalable encryption method [30]. A proof of concept for an IoT-based HAN “Home Area Network” in a worldwide setting employing ZigBee protocol as a smart data gathering component. The ZigBee network platform is used in a simulation research with various topologies and configurations that takes place in a worldwide setting is presented in [31]. The main goal of this survey [32] is to provide an overview of continuous authentication techniques used in an Internet of Things environment. Blockchain-related solutions offered in this context are also explored [33], [34]. In [35] three exemplary ABE schemes designed for the worst-case scenario on two well-known IoT platforms, ESP32 and RE-Mote, were examined in terms of their performance in typical IoT constrained devices. [36] is summarized recent research on IoT-enabled smart city applications with a focused on highlighting resource limitations, including restricted processing, limited (energy, storage, and bandwidth). Finally in [37] This study suggested a blockchain-based fog-based secure data exchange framework for Internet of Things devices.

The following is a breakdown of the paper’s structure. Section 2 summarizes the overall Smart home architecture, giving a high-level overview of the architecture’s levels, followed by a more in-depth assessment of each layer. Sections 3 & 4 introduce security and privacy considerations, as well as security techniques for smart home devices. Sections 5 and 6 contain the methodology and experimental results. Finally, in Section 7, conclusions are formed.

2. SMART HOME’S ARCHITECTURE

This part is presented an Internet of Things-based architecture with a strong emphasis upon privacy and security challenges that smart homes provide. Architecture, shown in Figure 1, is based on the design suggested in [38] and is built atop it. The following points offer a high-level overview of architecture’s layers, followed by a more indepth examination of each layer.

- Physical layer: This layer considered as the systems base often known as the perception layer or the lowest architectural layer that contains heterogeneous hardware such as sensors and actuators which gather and transmit data to the architectures top tier (network layer) to be processed[39].

- Network layer (NL): Serves as foundation of IoT-based architecture. Primary job of NL is passages the data acquired by physical layer and links hardware on the web such as smart devices and servers together [40].

- Database layer (support layer): It operates closely with top layers of the architecture. It involves of database servers and intellectual computing systems. This layer’s major role is to meet application requirements using intelligent computing technologies like (cloud/edge) computing [41].
Virtualization layer: offers the technology known as virtual network, which allows network capabilities hardware and software and to be integrated into a single program entity that can be adjusted conceptually, rather than physically. In order to be effective, network virtualization [42] may need the use of both platform virtualization and resource virtualization.

Mining and Data analytics layer: In this layer, Raw data is transformed to useful information that may be used to enhance the performance of the network and forecast future occurrences, such as system failures. For data analysis, this layer utilizes different data mining analytics approaches, like MLAs [43].

Application layer: There are many layers to the secure IoT-based architecture, and this is the most important of them, it is in charge to provide an intelligent apps and facilities to consumers depending on their particular needs [44].

3. SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES IN SMART HOME APPLICATIONS

There are various uses and services the Internet of Things (IoT) can provide including smart cities and houses. IoT smart devices connect with other parts, such as proxy, mobile platforms, as well as data collectors, providing governance, information sharing, and other duties relating to the service being delivered. Whereas these components provide people new, cutting-edge services and contribute towards addressing a number of difficulties, their limited processing capability exposes them to well-known security and privacy risks.

Several threats, both internal and external, have been identified in smart homes applications. The majority of these threats, for example, are due to residents’ lack of knowledge about the security and solutions available in their own homes. In addition, companies those make or provide smart home apps don’t verify that security criteria are met in order to avert attacks [45], where Smart homes are vulnerable to software vulnerabilities like Eavesdropping, Modification of data, Attacks using passwords.

4. SECURITY HOMES SECURITY

Smart Homes Devices could make quick decisions for detecting and fixing problems whenever a problem or a stranger enters the sensor working area ring, or when something inside or outside the house which not functioning properly. Algorithms are therefore utilized in smart homes to gradually design systems that are high in performance and reliable. New algorithms are continually being developed by designers, as we will demonstrate in this survey:

A. Machine-learning algorithms (MLAs)

MLAs are intelligent in the sense, they can recognize a wide range of internal and exterior concerns and communicate them to the home’s owners. And they may be utilized for a variety of tasks such as event identification, energy conservation, anomalous behavior detection, and image-to-speech recognition. By using these algorithms, the requirement for passwords should be considerably reduced since there is simply speech or video identification, and devices will continue to operate as usual [46]. Learning algorithms are often used in smart home systems for tasks such as Identification of actions, prediction of behavior, recognized of faces, and other similar tasks. MLAs are heavily reliant on face recognition in the majority of their working principles. It was claimed in [47] that these algorithms operate similarly to the human mind. Researchers in [48] talk about object motion detection in smart homes technology, which is accomplished via the use of machine learning algorithms. The greatest benefit of machine learning is that it allows for safe controlled access to smart homes, security in every piece of hardware, and the prevention of physical assaults by persons in the neighborhood without the consent of the home’s owner.

B. Real-time algorithms (RTAs)

RTAs are designed for more controlling machinery in line with human motions inside a specific zone or possibly an angle of placed sensors. RTAs use to connect lights to other appliances like heaters, air conditioners, alarms, and other like devices. When somebody is approached or opened the bedroom’s door, the air conditioning, lights, and curtains will all automatically switch on and open. Alternatively, if somebody enters the bathroom, both the heating and the lights will switch on. [49] The setups of these devices enable gadgets to communicate data to the Internet of Things, allowing home inhabitants to make configurations using their mobile phones. Two factors determine the object behavior accuracy in RTAs, first, the logical outcomes of the calculations, and second the physical moment at which results are created [50].

C. Deep learning algorithms (DLAs)

Only during the day can video security cameras be employed, and it has never been simple to detect activities at night [51]. Because employing DLAs will improve human aspect recognition, an alarm will sound when someone who isn’t registered in that home system enters the area.

D. Prediction algorithms (PAs)

The primary goal of these algorithms is to develop a universal predictor or estimator that can be used to forecast the next action taken by the user. For gathering data depending on movement history contexts, or phrases, a zone IDs dictionary viewed as character symbols are established. [52], which are then used to generate reports. These algorithms examine the objects’ previous and present states in the given situation. If an item has altered its activities from its previous state, prediction algorithms are concerned with identifying the causes for the change in behavior of the object. In the second situation, a prediction method is used to ensure that trusted judgments are replicated. Moreover, as previously said, there are various security needs for smart homes. These include confidentiality, integrity, and availability [53], [54].
E. Identity-based encryption

To safeguard connections among devices having limited capabilities, a secure and effective system must be developed for usage with smart home technologies. This includes the use of encryption and identity-based signatures, which are digital signature techniques for authentication. The ability to manage such systems, especially having devices with self-conscious processing abilities is difficult to achieve despite the existence of a variety of cryptographic algorithms for safeguarding communication among IoT devices. As a result, devices used in the process of home security must interact with the companies that make the devices in order to obtain permission for authentication, which can occasionally make things impossible. As a result, permission is only necessary during the installation or when registration [55], [56].

5. METHODOLOGY

The algorithm that is used for both encryption and decryption is introduced in this section. The sender and recipient share a secret key known only to them as the "key". The pseudo-random numbers are responsible for the construction of the S-box and the arrangement of the components inside the S-box. A program written in Matlab that simulates the entire process of encoding, decrypting, and decoding a message was developed based on the NTRUEncrypt protocol and its detailed formulation in the textbook “An Introduction to Mathematical Cryptography”. The program makes use of Matlab’s vectorization for faster encryption- and decryption-processes. Public key and private key pairs that will be used for encryption and decryption can be generated from public parameters. To encrypt a message, the transmitter will use a public key, and to decode a message, the receiver will need a private key (a form of asymmetric cryptography).

After we have converted a text into its ASCII numeric values (there may be a more efficient protocol, but we only want to find one that works for us so that we can rapidly test the complete encryption system), we can begin encoding it. After that, we add padding to ensure that all ASCII values are three letters in length. When we convert a base 10 number to a base 3 number, if the very first digit in the message is 0, the information contained in the message will be lost (encrypting purposes). In this particular example, we turn the very first 0 into a number nine (No ASCII value will reach 900 so this can be easily converted back during decoding).

We will next divide the whole sequence 97303210811118101032117033 into 15-digit blocks (Matlab’s precision is set to 16 digits by default), with each block having 15 digits. This is the equivalent of 5 characters per block in the game. The following examples show how zero padding will be applied at the end of the final block: 973032108111181 and 101032117033000. This array is converted into fully random coefficients by utilizing the NTRUEncrypt protocol, which is implemented in Matlab. As a result of selecting N = 47 and the fact that NTRU is based on Polynomial Rings, our encrypted message will be represented as a n x 47 array (block size of 47).

- Decryption and decoding: If the encrypted communication is returned to us for decryption, we can quickly transform it back to the original post-encoded message, which saves time. Then, using the required block number information, we may restructure the data such that it can be decoded properly. A form of Public Key Cryptography Figure 2.:

![Figure 2. Summary of the NTRU Public Key Cryptosystem](http://journals.uob.edu.bh)

- Key generator: generates a public key and a private key with the security settings that have been specified (N, p, q, d). An encryption algorithm is a mathematical that generates a ciphertext from a message and a public key.

Decryption algorithm accepts a private key and a ciphertext and either outputs the same message as the private key or does not (if successful)

This is the first cryptographic construction based on Quotients of Polynomial Rings, which is most effectively understood in terms of algebraically organized lattices Integer N and two moduli p and q result in the convolution function.

\[
R = Z[x] \left( \frac{x^N - 1}{(x^{N^2} - 1)} \right) \quad R_p = \left( \frac{x^{N^2}}{x^N - 1} \right) \quad R_q = \left( \frac{x^{N^2}}{x^N - 1} \right)
\]

By lowering the coefficients of a polynomial \(a(x) \in R\) modulo p or q, a polynomial \(a(x) R\) may be logically transferred to Rp and Rq. The center-lift technique is used to shift items from Rp or Rq to R, as well as the other way around. Ternary polynomials are polynomials that have the form \(T(d_1, d_2)\):

\[
T(d_1, d_2) = \begin{cases} 
    a(x) & \text{has } d_1 \text{ coefficients equal to } 1. \\
    a(x) & \text{has } d_2 \text{ coefficients equal to } -1. \\
    a(x) & \text{has all other coefficients equal to } 0.
\end{cases}
\]

Where \(a(x) \in R\)
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The plain text ‘I love Iraq’, the private key was 2x47 digits and the public key was 1x47 digits cipher text was Row1 [60 57 18 54 75 74 13 40 2 52 11 2 70 66 76 68 119 69 13 84 10 123 21 32 36 113 5 12 72 67 6 31 96 113 37 116 7 54 53 21 9 70 118 104 0 107 106]
Row2 [65 105 114 16 0 106 16 54 66 77 40 41 113 100 46 3 53 116 85 56 48 47 37 74 26 20 27 25 61 89 53 45 110 82 16 106 20 104 16 113 69 104 33 52 39 108 23]
Row3 [18 72 28 20 86 110 41 30 16 17 42 100 82 61 45 99 76 31 64 59 112 15 90 65 7 2 45 3 17 75 0 59 5 125 104 3 99 14 67 33 43 117 36 31 50 12 104].
In our algorithm and from Figure 3. We notice the many randomness in the ciphertext and also the division of this text into three rows and the large random distribution, which gives it high protection even for post-quantum computer attacks.

Figure 3. Summary of the NTRU Public Key Cryptosystem

We utilized the following materials for all tests (Figures 3-5), N as safe primes are used as independent variables (11, 23, 47), Constants include the following: maximum number of rounds of GAME: 10; maximum number of trials: 20.

Figure 4. (N = 11) Both LLL and GAME (all 10 hits) did well. GAME increased the Hadamard ratio from 8.25 percent to 9.25 percent. The smallest vector is 85.7 percent the length of the longest vector when

Figure 5. (N = 23) When compared to LLL, GAME (all 10 hits) exhibits a substantial improvement of 34.12 percent in terms of performance. The smallest vector is 81.1 percent the length of the longest vector when using the best basis (f, g).

Figure 6. (N = 47): A "better" base is no longer possible with either LLL or GAME (just 1 hit). GAME outperforms LLL by a factor of 1.36 percent. The smallest vector is 170 percent the length of the longest vector using the returned basis (f, g).

7. CONCLUSION
Urban areas’ functionality as well as individuals’ overall quality of life and wellbeing could be improved by smart homes. The installation of several smart technologies has brought security and privacy concerns to light. These issues need efficient and effective solutions to be resolved. Furthermore, while designing and implementing new smart systems, it is essential to take into account the security and privacy risks that may arise. This paper is submitted a proposal to strengthen the security of IoT, an artificial intelligence method for data encryption in the IoT is presented. The IoT data unit value is encrypted using an artificial intelligence technique that creates a three-dimensional transformation matrix. Additionally, in order to increase the security performance of IoT edge data, it is necessary to then, for the nodes of the scrambling sequence, an artificial intelligence access strategy is developed, and a random-access route is constructed for the components of the scrambling sequence. It allows them to minimize the cost of computing while also increasing the operational efficiency of Internet of Things devices.
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